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 (a)	Show (using (7.4.1)) that the operator U satisfies the condition of Section 11 .5,
Problem 19, with a equal to the constant function of value 1 in I; let a0 e E0 be such
that P0a = s0ao with 5-0 > 0 and   ||fl0||=l, so thatO<^0<l. For every ;ceE0,
VQ x = s$(x | aQ)a0 (notations of Section 11 .5, Problem 19).
 (b)	For every £ e C not 0, let /(£) = 1 - jg((jy0 - t/)-1^ | aQ). Prove that for & 0,
/(—£)/(£) = 1- (To compute that product, use the relation
deduced from (a), and transform the expression
(ug - £/rw -h t/0*)(£/o -f- in-1.)
Deduce from that relation and from Problem 9(a) that /(£"*) is an entire function
with no zeros in C. Using the majoration of Problem 9(a), and Section (10.2),
Problem 8(c), conclude that/(f) « exp(jgj).
(c)   Conclude from (b) and from Problem 9(b) that aQ is the function equal to 0
for 0 ^ t < I — s$ , to 1 for 1 — s$ ^ t ^ 1 , and that E0 is the closure in E of the
subspace generated by the functions of F+ which are 0 in the interval 0 ^ / < 1 — sg .
11.   For any two real continuous functions/ g defined in [0, 1], note/* g the function h
fx
defined in [0, 1 ] by h(x) =     f(x ~ y)ff(y) dy. Prove that /* g is continuous and equal
Jo
to g */; if/!, /2, /3 are three continuous functions defined in [0, 1], prove that
(/i */z) */3 =/i * (/2 */a)» which is written/! */2 */3 . For every integer n> 0, one
defines by induction /*" by/*" =/* (/*(/|-1)); then/*"1 */*" =/*(m+n>.
Suppose /is continuous in [0, 1] and /(O) ^0. Prove that if, for a continuous
function g defined in [0, 1],/* # = 0, then # = 0 (u Titchmarsh's theorem"). Observe
that, with the notations of Problem 10, Uf—a */ and conclude from Problem 10
that there exists s such that 0 ^ s ^ 1 and that the closure in E of the subspace gen-
erated by /and the (/"/for n ** 1 is also the closure of the set of continuous functions
which are 0 in [0, s]m, the assumption /(O) ^ 0 implies s~0. Observe finally that
t-^g([ — t) belongs to E and is orthogonal to every U"f for n ^ 0.
7. THE STURM-LIOUVILLE PROBLEM
We consider, in a compact interval I = [a, b] of R, a linear differential
equation of the second order
(11.7.1)	y'
where q(x) is a real-valued continuous function in I, f(x) a complex-valued
regulated function in I, which is continuous except at & finite number of
interior points, and A a complex number. By a solution of (11.7.1) is meant
a continuously differentiable complex-valued function y(x), such that y'(x)
is the primitive of a regulated function with only finitely many discontinuities,
and that the relation

